
CASE: GSAF 1887.10.18 
DATE: Tuesday October 18, 1887 
LOCATION: Hillsboro Inlet, Pompano Beach (ten miles south of Boca Raton) Palm Beach 
County, Florida, USA.  
 
NAME: James Edward Hamilton 
DESCRIPTION: He was a mailman who traveled from Palm Beach to Miami by boat and on 
foot. 
 
BACKGROUND 
MOON PHASE: Third Quarter, October 9, 1887 
 
NARRATIVE: Hamilton vanished while crossing the Hillsboro Inlet. His body was never 
recovered. Charles Pierce, his neighbor, later reported finding Hamilton's boat, mailbag and 
clothes. 
 
In 2008, 14-year-old Hayley Browell, a Boca Raton middle school student, was skimming 
through a scrapbook containing old newspaper clippings that her father bought at auction. 
She found a detailed article from the Boston Daily Advertiser recounting a shark attack that 
killed James Edward Hamilton, a Barefoot Mailmen who traveled from Palm Beach to Miami 
by boat and on foot. 
 
There were no newspapers in south Florida in 1887. The news accounts of Hamilton's 
death originated in Jacksonville. The information was attributed to a fisherman named 
Waring, who claimed that he witnessed Hamilton's death. The articles report that Waring 
saw Hamilton cross the Hillsboro Inlet by boat when a shark bit a piece off the boat's 

Barefoot mailman and postmaster  
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gunwale. Hamilton then "struck at the sharks, but nothing could drive them off." The sharks 
bit his oars in half, and "the devourers had him piece-meal before the horror-stricken 
spectator could take in the full measure of the tragedy." " 
 

These were second-, third- and fourth-hand stories embellished along the way and meant to 
sell papers and then they were picked up by wire services," says West Palm Beach lawyer 
and historian Harvev Oyer III.  
 
The accepted accounts of Hamilton's death come from Hamilton's neighbor Pierce, author 
of Pioneer Life in Southeast Florida. Pierce became a Barefoot Mailman after Hamilton died 
but he didn’t witness the accident and wasn’t there when the boat was found.  
 
INJURY: Fatal? 
 
SPECIES: Not identified 
 
SOURCES: The Evening Telegram (St. John’s, N.F.), Saturday November 5, 1887; William 
H. Gregg (1902) When, Where and How to Catch Fish on the East Coast of Florida: 
Matthews-Northrup, pages 19-20; Andrew Abramson, Palm Beach Post, Thursday, August 
20, 2009 
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Queanbeyan Age  (New South Wales, Australia), Wednesday 8 February 8, 1888, page 4 
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The Evening Telegram (St. John’s, N.F.), Saturday November 5, 1887, page 2  
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Marlborough Express (Blenheim, New Zealand), Thursday January 26, 1888, page 2 
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Boca Raton girl says she has solved Barefoot Mailman mystery 
 
BOCA RATON — What killed the Barefoot Mailman? 
 
A 14-year-old girl believes she has 
solved a mystery that has stumped 
historians for 121 years. 
 
Last year, Boca Raton middle school 
student Hayley Crowell was skimming 
through the musty pages of a 
scrapbook of old newspaper clippings 
that her father bought at an auction. 
 
There, she found a detailed article from 
the Boston Daily Advertiser recounting 
a shark attack that killed James Edward 
Hamilton, a Barefoot Mailmen who 
traveled from Palm Beach to Miami by 
boat and on foot. 
 
But not all historians are rushing to 
back Hayley's discovery. They say: 
Don't believe everything you read in the newspaper. 
 
In October 1887, James Edward Hamilton vanished while crossing the Hillsboro Inlet. His body 
was never recovered. Charles Pierce, his neighbor, later reported finding Hamilton's boat, 
mailbag and clothes. 
 
Hamilton's story was adapted into a 1943 novel, followed by a 1951 movie.  
 
Plaques and murals celebrate his life. But no one ever knew precisely how he died - the most 
popular theories being that he drowned, or was eaten by alligators or sharks. 
 
Crowell and her father, Charlie, found scores of newspaper articles from around the country, and 
as far away as New Zealand, detailing Hamilton's death. 
 
"It took place right in our back yard, and we don't know what happened to him," Hayley said. 
 
With the girl's discovery of these long-lost newspaper articles, she is certain that she has 
unraveled the mystery. 
 
"The books, the signs, the monuments, they all have the story wrong," Charlie Crowell said. 
"They say he drowned, simply vanished, was eaten by alligators. Now we have proof." 
 
However, there were no newspapers in South Florida in 1887. 
 
The news accounts of Hamilton's death originated in Jacksonville. The information was attributed 
to a fisherman named only Waring, who said he witnessed Hamilton's death. The articles report 
that Waring saw Hamilton cross the Hillsboro Inlet by boat when a shark bit a piece off the boat's 
gunwale. 
 

Hayley Crowell believes she has solved a mystery that 
has stumped historians for 121 years: What killed the 

barefoot mailman?  
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Hamilton then "struck at the sharks, but nothing could drive them off." The sharks bit his oars in 
half, and "the devourers had him piece-meal before the horror-stricken spectator could take in the 
full measure of the tragedy." 
 
It's a great story, said West Palm Beach lawyer and historian Harvey Oyer III, but he doesn't 
believe it's true. 
 
"These were second-, third- and fourth-hand stories embellished along the way and meant to sell 
papers and then they were picked up by wire services," Oyer said. "It sounds a lot more exciting in 
New Zealand or New York to talk about being devoured by sharks with graphic detail. But there's 
absolutely, positively no way anyone saw that or could have given any detail as to how he died." 
 
The accepted accounts of Hamilton's death come from Hamilton's neighbor Pierce, author of the 
beloved Pioneer Life in Southeast Florida. Pierce became a Barefoot Mailman after Hamilton died. 
 
Oyer is Pierce's great-grandnephew. "The boat to my knowledge was found undamaged on the 
south bank of the river, and it doesn't sound like it was bitten into pieces by a shark," Oyer said. 
 
"Uncle Charlie was known as a pretty objective writer, and one of the most foremost historians of 
pioneer South Florida. He's never been called into question, and his account, I suspect, is very 
objective and presumably accurate." 
 
Donald Curl, an author and retired FAU history professor, also doubts the newspaper articles. 
 
"If he had a boat, he wouldn't have left the mailbag, his shoes and most of his clothes on the north 
side of the inlet, which he did," Curl said. "This article originated in Jacksonville and obviously 
somebody has told the story to a reporter or the reporter is just making it up. It sounds like 
somebody was training to be a novelist." 
 
Oyer said it's much more likely alligators ate Hamilton. He was a strong swimmer, so he likely 
didn't drown. A storm that October brought a flood of fresh water, along with alligators, toward the 
ocean. 
 
But after a year of research, Charlie Crowell doesn't doubt his daughter's discovery. 
 
"I think you have these historians who find it embarrassing that a 14-year-old girl has found these 
articles they have supposedly been researching all of their adult lives," Charlie Crowell said. "Talk 
about embellishing things, Charlie Pierce is telling his story as he wants it remembered. He wasn't 
there at the time of the attack." 
 
Mike Bornstein, Lantana's town manager and a Barefoot Mailman re-enactor, believes there could 
be validity to the articles. 
 
Bornstein said another pioneer family, the Garnetts, believed that it was sharks that killed 
Hamilton. Bornstein wonders if Waring, the fisherman, was the man who stole Hamilton's boat. 
 
"This is the first thing I've seen with anything collaborating the shark story," Bornstein said. "When 
I give the speech to fourth-graders, I always give them both the alligator and shark version, 
because how do you know which one is correct? Either way, at the end of the story, the kids are 
always fascinated that here's a man who would have to battle off sharks or alligators just to get 
the mail to the community." 
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SOURCE: Andrew Abramson, Palm Beach Post, Thursday, August 20, 2009; 
http://www.palmbeachpost.com/localnews/content/local_news/epaper/2009/08/20/barefoot_0820.
html 
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